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Abstract—This paper investigates one of the fundamental issues
in cache-enabled heterogeneous networks (HetNets): how many
cache instances should be deployed at different base stations, in or-
der to provide guaranteed service in a cost-effective manner. Specif-
ically, we consider two-tier HetNets with hierarchical caching,
where the most popular files are cached at small cell base sta-
tions (SBSs) while the less popular ones are cached at macro base
stations (MBSs). For a given network cache deployment budget, the
cache sizes for MBSs and SBSs are optimized to maximize network
capacity while satisfying the file transmission rate requirements.
As cache sizes of MBSs and SBSs affect the traffic load distribution,
inter-tier traffic steering is also employed for load balancing. Based
on stochastic geometry analysis, the optimal cache sizes for MBSs
and SBSs are obtained, which are threshold based with respect to
cache budget in the networks constrained by SBS backhauls. Sim-
ulation results are provided to evaluate the proposed schemes and
demonstrate the applications in cost-effective network deployment.

Index Terms—Constrained backhaul, heterogeneous networks,
mobile edge caching, stochastic geometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

H ETEROGENEOUS networks (HetNets), consisting of
macro base stations (MBSs) and ultra-densely deployed

small cell base stations (SBSs), are envisioned as the dominant
theme to meet the 1000× capacity enhancement in 5G networks
and beyond [1], [2]. With network further densified, deploying
ideal backhaul with unconstrained capacity for each small cell
may be impractical, due the unacceptably high costs of deploy-
ment and operation [3], [4]. Thus, one of the key problems
towards 5G is to reduce the required backhaul capacity while
keeping the system capacity. Mobile edge caching provides a
promising solution to address the problem, by exploiting the
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content information [5], [6]. As the requested content of mobile
users, e.g., video, may show high similarity, caching popular
contents at base stations can effectively alleviate the backhaul
pressure and enhance network service capability [7]. Mean-
while, the delay performance can be significantly improved,
with service demands accommodated locally.

Since the study on mobile edge caching is still nascent, many
research issues need to be addressed, such as architecture de-
sign [8], content placement [9], [10] and update [11]. However,
the caching deployment is overlooked in the existing literature.
Specifically, the fundamental problem of cache deployment is
to optimize the cache sizes of different BSs in HetNets, so as to
minimize network deployment and operational costs while guar-
anteeing quality of service (QoS) performance. The basic trade-
off for cache deployment exists between caching efficiency and
spectrum efficiency. On one hand, the contents cached at MBSs
can serve more users due to the large cell coverage, providing
high caching efficiency. On the other hand, the densely deployed
SBS tier is more likely to be backhaul-constrained, as extensive
spatial spectrum reuse introduces substantial access traffic. As a
result, deploying more cache instances at SBSs can narrow the
gap between backhaul and radio access capacities, and thus im-
prove spectrum efficiency systematically. In this regard, cache
instances should be deployed appropriately, such that network
resources can be balanced and fully utilized [12], [13]. How-
ever, the cache deployment problem is challenging, as different
cache size also influences the traffic load distributions across the
network. For example, more traffic needs to be served by MBSs
when the MBS cache size increases, changing the loads of both
radio access and backhaul of MBS and SBS tiers. Therefore,
load balancing should be also considered to avoid problems like
service outage and resource under-utilization. To this end, traffic
steering can be leveraged to tune load distribution, and jointly
optimized with cache deployment [14].

In this paper, the cache deployment problem is investigated
in two-tier HetNets, where each SBS caches the most popular
files while each MBS caches the less popular ones (i.e., hier-
archical caching). If cached at the associated MBSs or SBSs,
the requested contents will be directly delivered to mobile users
through radio access, i.e., content hit. Otherwise, the requested
contents will be delivered through remote file fetching via back-
haul connections, i.e., content miss. For a given cache deploy-
ment budget, we maximize network capacity while guarantee-
ing the average file transmission rates, by jointly optimizing
the MBS/SBS cache sizes and the inter-tier traffic steering ratio
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of content miss users. However, the problem is of great chal-
lenge due to the transmission rate requirements. Specifically,
file transmission rates depend on both radio and backhaul ac-
cess conditions, which should account for multi-randomness of
traffic load, user location, channel fading and network topology.
Through stochastic geometry analysis, the lower bound of aver-
age file transmission rates are derived in closed form, based on
which the cache deployment problem is simplified and numer-
ical results can be obtained. To offer insights into practical net-
work design, we then focus on the scenario when the MBSs have
sufficiently large backhaul capacity while the SBS tier is back-
haul constrained. The optimal cache deployment is obtained,
which is threshold-based with respect to the network cache bud-
get. When the cache budget is smaller than certain threshold,
all the cache instances should be deployed at SBSs to maximize
network capacity. When the cache budget exceeds the threshold,
the cache deployment problem has multiple optimal solutions to
achieve maximal network capacity, and we find the one which
can simultaneously maximize content hit rate. In fact, cache bud-
get threshold can be interpreted as the deficiency of SBS back-
haul, i.e., the minimal cache budget required to match the back-
haul and radio resources. Moreover, the threshold characterizes
the trading relationship between backhaul and cache capacities,
which can be applied to cost-effective network deployment.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) The average file transmission rates in large-scale cache-

enabled HetNets are analyzed theoretically, considering
the constraints of both backhaul capacities and radio
resources;

2) The cache deployment is optimized in HetNets, which
maximizes QoS-guaranteed network capacity with the
given cache budget;

3) The inter-tier traffic steering is jointly optimized to bal-
ance the loads of MBS and SBS tiers, considering the
influence of cache deployment on traffic distributions;

4) The proposed method can provide the cost-optimal com-
bination of backhaul and radio resource provisioning,
which can be applied to practical cache-enabled HetNet
deployment.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
Firstly, related work on mobile edge caching is reviewed in
Section II. Then, the system model is presented in Section III,
and the cache deployment problem is formulated in Section IV.
In Section V, the QoS-constrained network capacity is obtained,
based on which the optimal cache deployment is analyzed in
Section VI. The analytical results are validated through exten-
sive simulations in Section VII, followed by the cost-effective
network deployment illustrations with numerical results. Fi-
nally, Section VIII summarizes the work and discusses future
research topics.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Content caching at mobile edge networks is considered
as a promising solution to cope with the mismatch between
explosive mobile video traffic and limited backhaul/wireless
capacity, which has drawn increasing attention recently.

TABLE I
IMPORTANT NOTATIONS

ρm MBS density ρs SBS density
Wm MBS bandwidth Ws SBS bandwidth
UM BH MBS backhaul capacity USBH SBS backhaul capacity
F number of files qf popularity of file-f
Cm MBS cache size Cs SBS cache size

P
(m )
H it MBS content hit rate P

(s)
H it SBS content hit rate

C network cache budget PHit aggregated content hit rate
λ traffic density σ2 noise power
ϕ traffic steering ratio ξc cache deployment ratio
ŘRAN required rate at RAN ŘBH required rate at backhaul

Cache-enabled 5G network architectures have been designed
in [15], [16], which were shown to have a great potential to
reduce mobile traffic through trace-driven simulations. The per-
formance of cache-enabled networks has also been analyzed
theoretically, which was demonstrated to be more spectrum-
efficient compared with the conventional HetNets in backhaul-
constrained cases [12]. Meanwhile, effective cache placement
schemes have been devised with respect to different optimiza-
tion objectives, such as maximizing content hit rate [17]–[19],
reducing file downloading delay [20]–[23], enhancing user qual-
ity of experience (QoE) [24], improving mobility support [25],
[26], and minimizing specific cost functions [27], [28].

Although the existing cache placement schemes were de-
signed based on the predefined cache size for each BS, studies
on cache deployment were quite limited. In the very recent work
[29], the storage costs of different network entities (like remote
servers, gateways, and BSs) have been considered, and a multi-
layered cache deployment scheme was proposed to maximize
the ratio of content hit rate to storage cost. The performances of
BS-caching and gateway-caching have been compared in [30],
based on which the cache deployment was optimized to achieve
Pareto optimal spectrum efficiency and content hit rate. The BS
cache sizes are optimized to maximize the minimal user success
probability, under the constraints of backhaul capacity and cache
deployment budget [31]. Insightful as it is, the algorithm in [31]
mainly focused on small-scale networks. Different from exist-
ing work, this paper investigates the cache deployment problem
in large-scale HetNets for the first time, aiming at maximizing
network capacity while meeting the QoS requirements in terms
of file transmission rate. Meanwhile, the cache sizes of different
BSs are jointly optimized with inter-tier traffic steering. The an-
alytical results have taken into account the multi-randomness of
network topology, traffic distribution and channel fading, which
can provide a guideline for practical network design with mobile
edge caching.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we present system model and the hierarchical
caching framework, with important notations summarized in
Table I.

A. Cache-Enabled Heterogeneous Network Architecture

In 5G HetNets, MBSs are responsible for network coverage
with control signaling, whereas SBSs are expected to be densely
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Fig. 1. Cache-enabled heterogeneous networks.

deployed to boost network capacity in a “plug-and-play” man-
ner. The topology of MBSs are modeled as regular hexagonal
cells with density ρm , while the distribution of SBSs are mod-
eled as Poisson Point Process (PPP) of density ρs . MBSs and
SBSs use orthogonal spectrum bands to avoid inter-tier interfer-
ence, and the spectrum reuse factor within each tier is set to be
1. Denote by Wm and Ws the bandwidths available to each MBS
and SBS, respectively. Both MBSs and SBSs are connected with
core network through wired backhauls, with capacities denoted
as UMBH and USBH , respectively.

The distribution of active users is modeled as a PPP of density
λ, independent of the location of MBSs and SBSs. The service
process is illustrated as Fig. 1. Each user keeps dual connectiv-
ity with an MBS and an SBS [32]–[34], where the MBS (and
SBS) which provides the highest average intra-tier signal to in-
terference ratio (SINR) is selected for association. The coverage
area of each MBS is a hexagonal cell with side length of Dm

( 3
√

3
2 Dm

2 = 1
ρm

), and small cells form the Voronoi tessellation,
as shown in Fig. 1. As for the service process, mobile users can
be directly served through radio access networks if the required
files are cached at the MBS or SBS tiers (i.e., content-hit users).
Instead, content-miss users will randomly choose the associ-
ated SBS or MBS with probability ϕ and 1 − ϕ, and the chosen
SBS/MBS needs to fetch the required file from remote servers
via backhaul. Define ϕ as the inter-tier traffic steering ratio,
which influences the load of MBS and SBS tiers.

B. Hierarchical Caching

Denote by F = {1, 2, ..., f, ...F} the set of files that may be
requested, and denote by Q = {q1, q2, ..., qf , ..., qf } the pop-
ularity distribution (

∑F
f =1 qf = 1, qf > 0 for f = 1, 2, ..., F ).

Without loss of generality, we assume the files are sorted with
descending popularity (qf ≥ qf +1 for f = 1, 2, ..., F − 1) and
have the same size of L1. A hierarchical content caching frame-
work is adopted, where the SBS tier caches the most popular
files while the MBS tier caches the less popular ones to increase
content diversity. Denote by Cm and Cs the cache sizes of each
MBS and SBS, respectively. Thus, files {1, 2, ..., Cs} are cached
at each SBS, and files {Cs+1, Cs+2, ..., Cs + Cm} are cached at

1If files have different sizes, they can be divided into the same size to conduct
analysis.

each MBS. Then, the content hit rates of MBS and SBS tiers,
P

(m)
Hit and P

(s)
Hit , are given by

P
(m)
Hit =

Cm +C s∑

C s +1

qf , P
(s)
Hit =

C s∑

f =1

qf , (1)

and total content hit rate is

PHit = P
(m)
Hit + P

(s)
Hit =

Cm +C s∑

f =1

qf . (2)

With the dual connectivity, the equivalent cache size for each
mobile user is Cm + Cs according to (2)2. Thus, caching the
most popular Cm + Cs files can maximize content hit rate, since
each mobile user can be served only by the associated MBS or
SBS with no intra-tier BS cooperation. In addition, caching more
contents at SBSs instead of MBSs can steer more users to the
SBS-tier from MBSs. As SBSs are more densely deployed than
MBSs in practical networks, steering traffic to the SBS tier can
fully utilize rich radio resources with inter-tier load balancing.

Define C the network caching budget, i.e., the number of files
cached per unit area:

C = ρmCm + ρsCs . (3)

Cache deployment determines Cm and Cs to optimize network
performance, for the given network caching budget C.

C. File Transmission Rate

With hierarchical caching, users can be classified into four
types: (1) MHU (MBS-hit-users), served by the MBS tier
with cached contents; (2) SHU (SBS-hit-users), served by the
SBS tier with cached contents; (3) MMU (MBS-missed-users),
served by the MBS tier through backhaul file fetching; and
(4) SMU (SBS-missed-users), served by the SBS tier through
backhaul file fetching. Based on the properties of PPP, the four
types of users also follow independent PPPs, with densities of
P

(m)
Hit λ, P

(s)
Hitλ, (1 − PHit)(1 − ϕ)λ, and (1 − PHit)ϕλ, respec-

tively. The file transmission rates of MHUs and SHUs only
depend on the radio access (i.e., wireless part), whereas the
rates of MMUs and SMUs are also constrained by the limited
backhaul capacities.

Consider a typical mobile user-u. If user-u is served by the
MBS tier, the achievable rate for radio access is given by

RMR =
Wm

NMR + 1
log2 (1 + γm) , (4)

where NMR denotes the number of residual users being served
by the associated MBS except user-u (both MHUs and MMUs
included), γm is the received SINR given by

γm = min
(

γmax ,
PTMhmdm

−αm

σ2 + Im

)

, (5)

γmax is the maximal received SINR, PTM is the MBS transmit
power, hm is an exponential random variable with mean 1 in-
corporating the effect of Rayleigh fading, αm is the path loss

2“Eq.” is short for Equation, and “Eqn.” is short for inequation
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exponent of the MBS-tier, dm denotes the distance from user-u
to the associated MBS, σ2 is the addictive noise power, and Im
represents inter-cell interference from other MBSs. In practical
systems, NMR varies randomly with the dynamic arrival and de-
parture of file transmission demands, and dm is also uncertain
from the network perspective.

If user-u is served by the SBS tier, the achievable rate for
radio access can be given by

RSR =
Ws

NSR + 1
log2 (1 + γs) , (6)

where NSR denotes the number of residual users being served
by the associated SBS except user-u (including both SHUs and
SMUs),

γs = min
(

γmax ,
PTShsds

−α s

σ2 + Is

)

, (7)

PTS is the SBS transmit power, hs is an exponential random
variable with mean 1 incorporating the effect of Rayleigh fad-
ing, αs is the path loss exponent of the SBS-tier, ds denotes the
distance from user-u to the associated SBS, and Is represents
the inter-cell interference from other SBSs. Similarly, NSR and
ds are also random variables. In addition, the probability distri-
bution functions (PDFs) of NSR and ds can be more complex
due to the uncertain small cell sizes.

The MBS and SBS backhaul transmission rates only depend
on the corresponding traffic loads and capacities:

RMBH =
UMBH

NMBH + 1
, RSBH =

USBH

NSBH + 1
, (8)

where NMBH (or NSBH ) represents the number of residual
MMUs (or SMUs) sharing the MBS (or SBS) backhaul expect
the considered user-u.

IV. CAPACITY-OPTIMAL CACHING FORMULATION

To meet QoS requirements, the transmission rates should to
be guaranteed for successful file delivery, which depend on
the transmission rates of each network part (i.e., MBS radio
access, MBS backhaul, SBS radio access and SBS backhaul),
as shown in Fig. 2. In addition, cache deployment (i.e., cache
sizes [Cm , Cs ]) determines the traffic distributions across the
network together with traffic steering ratio ϕ, thus influencing
the transmission rates. Therefore, cache deployment should be
jointly optimized with traffic steering, which can be formulated
as follows:

max
C s ,ϕ

μ(Cs , ϕ) (9a)

(P1) s.t. E [RMR] ≥ ŘRAN , (9b)

E [RMBH] ≥ ŘBH , (9c)

E [RSR ] ≥ ŘRAN , (9d)

E [RSBH ] ≥ ŘBH , (9e)

0 ≤ Cs ≤ C/ρs , 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1, (9f)

Fig. 2. Influence of cache deployment and traffic steering on QoS
performance.

where the objective function μ(Cs , ϕ) = max
λ

(
λ|{C s ,ϕ}

)
is the

network capacity for the given SBS cache size Cs and traffic
steering ratio ϕ (i.e., the maximal traffic density that can be
catered), ŘRAN and ŘBH denote the per user rate requirements
for radio access and backhaul transmissions3, respectively. The
cache size of MBSs Cm can be determined with Cs according
to (3). Constraint (9b) and (9d) guarantee the QoS require-
ments of content hit users, while (9c) and (9e) further account
for the file fetching delay requirements of content miss users.
The average transmission rate is adopted for QoS guarantee as
the services suitable for pro-active caching are mostly elastic
in practical networks, such as popular video streaming. Further-
more, when the average per user transmission rate is guaranteed,
the objective function μ(Cs , ϕ) can also reflect the network
goodput.

According to the properties of PPP, the traffic distributions
of each network part also follow PPP. Denote by λMR , λMBH ,
λSR and λSBH the equivalent user density for MBS radio access,
MBS backhaul, SBS radio access, and SBS backhaul:

λMR =
[
P

(m)
Hit + (1 − PHit)(1 − ϕ)

]
λ, (10a)

λMBH = (1 − PHit)(1 − ϕ)λ, (10b)

λSR =
[
P

(s)
Hit + (1 − PHit)ϕ

]
λ, (10c)

λSBH = (1 − PHit)ϕλ. (10d)

The constraints (9b)–(9e) provide the maximal value of λMR ,
λMBH , λSR , and λSBH , denoted by λ̂MR , λ̂MBH , λ̂SR , and λ̂SBH ,
respectively. In addition, λ̂MR , λ̂MBH , λ̂SR , and λ̂SBH further
constrains the traffic arrival rate λ with (10), for the given Cs

3In practical systems, the backhaul rate requirement ŘBH is generally much
higher than that of the radio access part ŘRAN , considering the end-to-end
delay and the serial transmission structure.
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and ϕ. Thus, the network capacity depends on the bottleneck:

μ(Cs , ϕ) = min

(
λ̂MR

P
(m)
Hit + (1 − PHit)(1 − ϕ)

,

λ̂MBH

(1 − PHit)(1 − ϕ)
,

λ̂SR

P
(s)
Hit + (1 − PHit)ϕ

,
λ̂SBH

(1 − PHit)ϕ

)

.

(11)

The key issue is the transmission rates analysis, which will be
addressed in the next section.

V. QOS-CONSTRAINED CAPACITY ANALYSIS

In this section, the file transmission rates of different networks
parts are analyzed respectively, based on which the constraints
(9b)–(9e) can be simplified with respect to λ.

A. MBS Backhaul

NMBH follows Poisson distribution of mean λMBH/ρm , ac-
cording to Slivnyak-Mecke theorem [35]. Thus, based on (8), the
average file transmission rate of MBS backhaul can be derived:

E[RMBH] =
∞∑

n=0

UMBH

n + 1
Pr {NMBH = n}

=
∞∑

n=0

UMBH

n + 1

(
λM B H

ρm

)n

n!
e−

λM B H
ρ m =

UMBHρm

λMBH

(
1 − e−

λM B H
ρ m

)
.

(12)

Combining (12) with (10b), the SBS backhaul constraint (9c)
can be simplified with respect to traffic density λ. Denote by
λ̂MBH = max

{
λMBH |E[RMBH] ≥ ŘBH

}
, the maximal traffic

load on MBS backhaul. As the average rate E[RMBH] decreases
with λMBH , λ̂MBH satisfies

ρm

λ̂MBH

(

1 − e−
λ̂M B H

ρ m

)

=
ŘBH

UMBH
, (13)

according to (12).

B. SBS Backhaul

Compared with MBS backhaul, the transmission rate of SBS
backhaul is more complex due to the random small cell size.
Denote by As the cell area size, which follows Gamma distribu-
tion with shape κ = 3.575 and scale 1/κρs [36]. Thus, the PDF
of As is given by

fAs (A) = Aκ−1e−κρs A
(κρs)κ

Γ(κ)
, (14)

where Γ(·) is the gamma function. Furthermore, the number of
SMUs served through SBS backhaul follows Poisson distribu-
tion of mean λSBHA given the cell size As = A. Thus, based on

(8), the average transmission rate can be derived:

E[RSBH ] =
∫ ∞

A=0

( ∞∑

n=0

USBH

n + 1
Pr {NSBH = n|A}

)

fAs (A)dA

=
∫ ∞

A=0

USBH

λSBHA

(
1 − e−λS B H A

)
Aκ−1e−κρs A

(κρs)κ

Γ(κ)
dA

=
USBH

λSBH

{∫ ∞

A=0
Aκ−2e−κρs A

(κρs)κ

Γ(κ)
dA

−
∫ ∞

A=0
Aκ−2e−(κρs +λS B H )A (κρs)κ

Γ(κ)
dA

}

=
USBHκρs

λSBH

Γ(κ − 1)
Γ(κ)

⎛

⎜
⎝1 − 1

(
1 + λS B H

κρs

)κ−1

⎞

⎟
⎠ . (15)

Combining (15) with (10d), the SBS backhaul constraint (9e)
can be simplified. According to (15), the maximal traffic load
on SBS backhaul λ̂SBH can be given by

κρs

λ̂SBH

Γ(κ − 1)
Γ(κ)

⎛

⎜
⎝1 − 1

(
1 + λ̂S B H

κρs

)κ−1

⎞

⎟
⎠ =

ŘBH

USBH
. (16)

C. MBS Radio Access

According to (4), the transmission rate of MBS radio access
can be given by

E[RMR] = E
{NM R ,dm }

[
Wm

1 + NMR
log2(1 + γm)

]

(17)

where the user number NMR follows Poisson distribution of
mean λMR/ρm :

pnM R (n) =
( λM R

ρm
)n

n!
e−

λM R
ρ m , (18)

and the communication distance dm can be considered to follow:

fdm (d) =
2d

Dm
2 , (19)

by approximating MBS coverage as a circle of radius Dm . Then,
the lower bound of average transmission rate for MBS radio
access can be obtained by approximating the random inter-cell
interference with the average value, which can be quite accurate
under the condition of high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [37].

Lemma 1: The lower bound of average transmission rate of
MBS radio access is given by:

E[RMR] ≥ τmWm

N̄MR
, (20)

where

τm = log2
PTMD−αm

m

(1 + θm)σ2
+

αm

2 ln 2

(

1 − D2
min

D2
m

)

,

N̄MR =
λMR

ρm

(
1 − e−

λM R
ρ m

)−1
, (21)
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Dmin is the transmission distance corresponding to the maximal

received SINR (i.e., PT M D−α m
m in

(1+θm )σ 2 = γmax ), and θm denotes the

ratio of average inter-cell interference to noise (i.e., θmσ2 =
E[Im]). The equality of (20) holds when σ 2

PT M
→ 0.

Proof: Please refer to Appendix A. �
Remark 1: The physical meaning of τm is the average spec-

trum efficiency of MBS tier, and N̄MR reflects the average num-
ber of users accessing each MBS. In practical cellular networks,
the received SINR is usually guaranteed to be high enough for
reliable communications, through methods like inter-cell inter-
ference control. Therefore, Lemma 1 can be applied to approx-
imate average data rate, and constraint (9b) can be simplified
with respect to traffic load λ based on (10a). In addition, the
maximal traffic load on MBS radio access λ̂MR can be given by:

ρm

λ̂MR

(

1 − e−
λ̂M R
ρ m

)

=
ŘRAN

τmWm
. (22)

D. SBS Radio Access

According to (6), the average transmission rate for SBS radio
access is given by

E[RSR ] = E
{A s ,NS R ,ds }

[
Ws

1 + NSR
log2(1 + γs)

]

. (23)

The accurate average transmission rate cannot be derived in
closed form, due to the random SBS topology and user location.
Similarly, the lower bound of average transmission rate can be
obtained by approximating the random inter-cell interference
by the average value, given by Lemma 2.

Lemma 2: The lower bound of average transmission rate of
SBS radio access is given by:

E[RSR ] ≥ τsWs

N̄SR
, (24)

where

τs = log2
PTS(πρs)

α s
2

(1 + θs)σ2
+

αs

2 ln 2
γ,

N̄SR =
λSR

κρs

Γ(κ)
Γ(κ − 1)

⎡

⎢
⎣1 − 1

(
1 + λS R

κρs

)κ−1

⎤

⎥
⎦

−1

, (25)

γ ≈ 0.577 is Euler-Mascheroni constant, and θs denotes the
ratio of average inter-cell interference to noise at SBS tier. The
equality of (24) holds when σ 2

PT S
→ 0.

Proof: Please refer to Appendix B. �
Remark 2: τs can be interpreted as the average spectrum

efficiency of SBS tier, and N̄SR reflects the average number of
users accessing each SBS. The constraint (9d) can be simplified
by combing Lemma 2 with (10c). In addition, the maximal
traffic load on SBS radio access λ̂SR can be given by

κρs

λ̂SR

Γ(κ − 1)
Γ(κ)

⎡

⎢
⎣1 − 1

(
1 + λ̂S R

κρs

)κ−1

⎤

⎥
⎦ =

ŘRAN

τsWs
, (26)

VI. CAPACITY-OPTIMAL HIERARCHICAL CACHING

Based on the transmission rates analysis, problem (P1) can
be simplified as follows:

max
C s ,ϕ

μ(Cs , ϕ) (27a)

(P2) s.t.
[
P

(m)
Hit + (1 − PHit)(1 − ϕ)

]
λ ≤ λ̂MR , (27b)

(1 − PHit)(1 − ϕ)λ ≤ λ̂MBH , (27c)
[
P

(s)
Hit + (1 − PHit)ϕ

]
λ ≤ λ̂SR , (27d)

(1 − PHit)ϕλ ≤ λ̂SBH , (27e)

0 ≤ Cs ≤ C/ρs , 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 1, (27f)

where λ̂MR , λ̂MBH , λ̂SR , and λ̂SBH are given by (22), (13), (26),
and (16), while the content hit rate P

(m)
Hit , P

(s)
Hit and PHit can

be derived by (1) and (2) with respect to different caching de-
ployment [Cs , Cm]. Although different cache deployments can
influence the traffic load distribution, problem (P2) differs sig-
nificantly from the conventional load balancing problems. The
total traffic load remains constant in load balancing problems,
where the traffic load is shifted from one part to another. Instead,
different cache deployments may change backhaul loads, as the
content hit rate varies with cache sizes.

A. Problem Analysis and Solutions

Denote by

μMR =
λ̂MR

P
(m)
Hit + (1 − PHit)(1 − ϕ)

, (28a)

μMBH =
λ̂MBH

(1 − PHit)(1 − ϕ)
, (28b)

μSR =
λ̂SR

P
(s)
Hit + (1 − PHit)ϕ

, (28c)

μSBH =
λ̂SBH

(1 − PHit)ϕ
, (28d)

(28e)

the maximal network traffic density constrained by the corre-
sponding network part, and the network capacity is given by

μ(Cs , ϕ) = min {μMR , μMBH , μSR , μSBH} . (29)

Numerical results of problem (P2) can be obtained by exhaustive
search based on (13), (16), (22), (26), (28) and (29). Further-
more, low-complexity heuristic algorithms can be designed. To
maximize network capacity, the traffic loads of each network
part should be balanced according to the corresponding ser-
vice capabilities. Notice that the traffic load distribution can be
manipulated by adjusting cache deployment strategy or traffic
steering ratio. Specifically, Table II gives the variations of traffic
load distribution with respect to cache size and traffic steering
ratio, with proof provided in Appendix C. Table II can provide a
guideline to enhance network capacity in practical networks. For
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TABLE II
CAPACITY VARIATIONS BY INCREASING CACHE SIZE OR STEERING RATIO

μM R μM BH μSR μSBH

Cs Increase Decrease Decrease Decrease
ϕ Increase Increase Decrease Decrease

example, when the MBS radio access is the performance bottle-
neck (i.e., μMR < μMBH , μMR < μSR , μMR < μSBH ), we can
either reduce cache size at MBSs, or increase the traffic steering
ratio. Instead, when the SBS backhaul is limited, we can either
reduce the SBS cache size or lower the traffic steering ratio.

B. SBS-Backhaul-Constrained HetNets

In practical systems, MBSs are expected to be equipped with
optical fiber backhauls which can provide sufficiently large
bandwidth, whereas the capacity for radio access can be much
smaller due to spectrum resource scarcity. In this case, prob-
lem (P2) can be further simplified by removing constraint (27c).
The condition of ideal MBS backhaul is λ̂MR ≤ λ̂MBH , whereby
constraint (27c) always holds if (27b) is satisfied.

In what follows, we focus on HetNets with ideal MBS back-
haul, and find the analytical solutions to problem (P2) with dif-
ferent network settings. To begin with, we consider a simple case
when both the MBS and SBS tiers have unconstrained backhaul
capacity, i.e., λ̂MR ≤ λ̂MBH and λ̂SR ≤ λ̂SBH . In this case, con-
straints (27c) and (27e) can be both neglected, and the network
capacity cannot be improved by deploying cache. This case cor-
responds to conventional network deployment, where the back-
haul capacity is sufficiently reserved while radio resources are
limited. Problem (P2) degenerates to the conventional inter-tier
load balancing problem which can be easily solved. By adding
constraints (27b) and (27d), we have λ ≤ λ̂MR + λ̂SR . Thus,
the maximal network capacity is μ(Cs , ϕ)∗ = λ̂MR + λ̂SR , and

the optimal traffic steering is given by ϕ∗ = λ̂S R

λ̂M R + λ̂S R
without

mobile edge caching. As SBSs further densifies, the network
capacity for radio access can scale almost linearly with SBS
density, whereas densely deploying high speed fiber backhaul
for each SBS is not practical considering the high cost. In addi-
tion, the traffic of multiple SBSs can be geographically aggre-
gated and transmitted through a shared backhaul (e.g., the cloud-
RAN architecture), which further limits the backhaul capacity of
each SBS [38]. Thus, the SBS tier can be backhaul-constrained,
i.e., λ̂SR > λ̂SBH . In this case, deploying caching at SBSs can
improve network capacity by reducing backhaul traffic load,
which is equivalent to increasing backhaul capacity. Further-
more, the optimal solutions to (P2) is threshold-based. Denote by
Cmin and Cmax the two thresholds of cache budgets, which are
given by

Cm in /ρs∑

f =1

qf =
λ̂SR − λ̂SBH

λ̂MR + λ̂SR
,

Cm in /ρs +(Cm a x −Cm in )/ρm∑

f =Cm in /ρs +1

qf =
λ̂MR

λ̂MR + λ̂SR
. (30)

The optimal solution to (P2) is summarized in Propositions 1–3,
under different cache budgets.

Proposition 1: If C < Cmin , the optimal solution to (P2) is
given by Cs = C/ρs , ϕ = λ̂SBH/(λ̂MR + λ̂SBH).

Proof: Please refer to Appendix D. �
Remark 3: As deploying caching is equivalent to increasing

backhaul capacity, cache instances need to be deployed at the
backhaul-constrained SBSs for compensation. Cmin can be in-
terpreted as the deficiency of SBS backhaul, and Cmin/ρmin
is the minimal SBS cache size needed to match with radio ac-
cess resources. When the cache budget is smaller than Cmin ,
the SBS tier is still backhaul-constrained even when all the
cache instances are deployed at SBSs, and the network capacity
increases with the cache budget. Furthermore, the SBS radio
resources are always redundant compared with SBS backhaul,
and thus the performance bottleneck exists at either the SBS
backhaul or the MBS radio access. Accordingly, the load of
SBS backhaul and MBS radio access should be balanced, by
steering the content miss users to the two tiers appropriately.

When the cache budget increases to Cmin , the SBS backhaul
deficiency can be completely compensated, and the network ca-
pacity achieves λ̂MR + λ̂SR . As cache budget further increases,
the network performance will be constrained by radio access
instead of SBS backhaul, and the network capacity no longer
increases. If C > Cmin , there exist solutions to achieving the
maximal network capacity μ(Cs , ϕ)∗ = λ̂MR + λ̂SR , as long as
the SBS cache size is large enough to compensate backhaul
deficiency, i.e., Cs ≥ Cmin/ρs . Among these capacity-optimal
solutions, those with higher content hit rates can further im-
prove user experience by reducing content fetching delay. Thus,
we aim to find the solution [C∗

s , ϕ
∗], which can maximize con-

tent hit rate while guaranteeing network capacity λ̂MR + λ̂SR .
Although increasing the MBS cache size can improve content
hit rate, larger MBS cache size results in heaver traffic load at
MBSs, which can degrade the transmission rate at MBS radio
access, especially when the cache budget is large. Thus, the op-
timal cache deployment and traffic steering depend on the cache
budget, given by Proposition 2 and 3.

Proposition 2: If Cmin ≤ C < Cmax , the solution [C∗
s , ϕ

∗]
satisfying

C∗
s = Cmin/ρs , (31a)

(1 − P ∗
Hit)ϕ

∗ =
F∑

f =C ∗
s +C ∗

m +1

qf ϕ∗ =
λ̂SBH

λ̂MR + λ̂SR
, (31b)

can maximize content hit rate while maximizing network capac-
ity, where C∗

m = (C − ρsC
∗
s )/ρm and P ∗

Hit is the corresponding
aggregated content hit rate.

Proof: Please refer to Appendix E. �
Proposition 3: If C ≥ Cmax , the solution [C∗

s , ϕ
∗] satisfying

ϕ∗ = 1 (32a)

P
(m)
Hit

∗
=

C ∗
s +C ∗

m∑

f =C ∗
s +1

=
λ̂MR

λ̂MR + λ̂SR
, (32b)
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TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Dm 500 m ρs 50 /km2

PTM 10 W PTS 2 W
WM 100 MHz WS 10 MHz
αm 3.5 αs 4
σ2 −105 dBm/MHz UM BH 100 Gbps
θm 1000 θs 1000
ŘRAN 5 Mbps ŘBH 50 Mbps
F 1000 ν 0.56

can maximize content hit rate while maximizing network capac-
ity, where C∗

m = (C − ρsC
∗
s )/ρm and P

(m)
Hit is the correspond-

ing content hit rate at MBSs.
Proof: Substituting (32) into (28) and (29), the network

capacity can achieve λ̂MR + λ̂SR . As ϕ∗ = 1, μMR will de-
crease as Cm increases, degrading network capacity. Therefore,
[C∗

s , ϕ
∗] achieves maximal content hit rate among the capacity-

optimal schemes. �
Based on the above analysis, we summarize the propose

capacity-optimal cache deployment scheme for SBS-backhaul-
constrained HetNets as follows: �

1) Case-1: If C ≤ Cmin , all cache instances should be de-
ployed at the SBS tier;

2) Case-2: If Cmin < C ≤ Cmax , the cache size of each SBS
is Cmin/ρs , and the remaining cache budget should be
deployed at the MBS tier (i.e., Cm = (C − Cmin)/ρm );

3) Case-3: If C > Cmax , the optimal cache deployment
should guarantee that MBS-tier content hit rate satisfies
(32b).

Meanwhile, traffic steering ratio should be adjusted with
caching deployment, to balance inter-tier traffic load. In ad-
dition, the analytical results of thresholds Cmin and Cmax are
derived as (30), which depend on backhaul and radio resource
provisions.

VII. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, simulations are conducted to validate the ob-
tained analytical results, and numerical results are provided to
offer insights into practical network deployment. The file pop-
ularity is considered to follow Zipf distribution [39]:

qf =
1/fν

∑F
h=1 1/hν

, (33)

where ν ≥ 0 indicates the skewness of popularity distribution.
In this simulation, ν is set as 0.56, featuring video streaming
services [39]. Important parameters are listed in Table III [12].

A. Analytical Results Evaluation

The analytical results of file transmission rates for MBS/SBS
radio access are validated in Fig. 3, where 15% traffic is served
by the MBS tier and the remaining is steered to the SBS tier.
Monte Carlo method is applied in simulation, with SBS topol-
ogy, user location and channel fading generated according to the

Fig. 3. Evaluation of derived file tranmsission rate at radio access parts.

corresponding PDFs. The simulation results is averaged over
10000 samples. The analytical results are calculated based on
Lemmas 1 and 2. As the analytical and simulation results are
shown to be very close, Lemmas 1 and 2 can be applied to
approximate transmission rate analysis for radio access.

B. Optimal Hierarchical Caching

To validate the theoretical analysis, Fig. 4 shows network
capacity with respect to different cache deployment and traffic
steering ratios, where the analytical results obtained by Propo-
sitions 1–3 are marked as the star points. The per user rates
for radio access and backhaul are set as ŘRAN = 5 Mbps and
ŘBH = 50 Mbps, respectively. ξc is the ratio of cache budget
deployed at SBSs, i.e., ξc = Csρs/C. According to (30), Cmin
= 870 files/km2, Cmax = 930 files/km2. Thus, the three subfig-
ures correspond to the cases of Propositions 1–3, respectively. In
Fig. 4(a), the star point is shown to achieve the maximal network
capacity, validating the analysis of Proposition 1. In Fig. 4(b)
and (c), there are multiple solutions that can achieve the max-
imal network capacity, including the star points. Furthermore,
the star points also minimize the SBS cache size (i.e., minimal
ξc) among all the capacity-optimal schemes, indicating high
content hit rate. When C = 900 files/km2, the SBS backhaul
will become the bottleneck when ξc is lower than ξ∗c , degrading
network capacity as shown in Fig. 4(b). Instead, in Fig. 4(c),
the performance bottleneck is due to the MBS radio access, and
thus the network capacity will decrease when ξc is lower than
ξ∗c . The numerical results of Fig. 4(a)–(c) are consistent with
Propositions 1–3, validating the theoretical analysis.

Fig. 5 further demonstrates the relationship between the cache
budget and the optimal cache deployment, obtained by exhaus-
tive search. As shown by the dash line, the optimal cache deploy-
ment can be divided into three cases. Firstly, all cache budget
should be allocated to the SBS tier when the cache budget is
insufficient, i.e., C < Cmin . As the cache budget achieves Cmin
and is lower than Cmax , it is shown that the ratio of cache budget
allocated to the SBS tier begins to decrease. Furthermore, the
ratio of cache budget allocated to the SBS tier increases again
when the cache budget exceeds Cmax .
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Fig. 4. Optimal hierarchical cache. (a) C = 50 files/km2. (b) C = 900 files/km2. (c) C = 1000 files/km2.

Fig. 5. Optimal cache spliting with respect to cache budget.

Fig. 6. Cache-enabled network capacity.

C. Cache-Backhaul Trading

The solid line of Fig. 5 presents the network capacity with
respect to cache budget, which is normalized by the capac-
ity without cache. As the cache budget increases, the network
capacity firstly increases and then levels off as a constant. The
reason is that the SBS backhaul is no longer the bottleneck when
the cache budget achieves Cmin , and the network performance
is constrained by the radio resources. Fig. 6 further illustrates
the cache-enabled network capacity gain under different SBS
backhaul capacities. Similarly, the network capacities firstly in-
crease and then level off, and the turning points Cmin depend on
cache budgets. Furthermore, a larger backhaul capacity results

Fig. 7. Cache budget demand on different backhaul capacity.

in a smaller turning point, as shown in Fig. 6. Specifically, no
cache budget is needed when the backhaul capacity is USBH =
1.2 Gbps, since such backhaul capacity is sufficiently large com-
pared with SBS radio access resources.

Fig. 6 reveals the trading relationship between backhaul ca-
pacity and cache budget demands. Specifically, networks with
insufficient backhaul capacity can be compensated by deploy-
ing cache, and the backhaul deficiency determines the amount of
cache budget needed. The relationship between required cache
budget and backhaul capacity is illustrated in Fig. 7, where the
backhaul capacity is normalized by the capacity of radio access.
It is shown that less cache budget is needed as the backhaul
capacity increases, and denser networks demand higher cache
budget. The trading relationship between backhaul capacity and
cache budget demand can be applied to cost-effective network
deployment, which determines the optimal combination of back-
haul capacity and cache budget.

D. Case Studies on Cost-Effective Network Deployment

Finally, we provide case studies on cost-effective network de-
ployment, by applying the results of Fig. 7. Fig. 8(a) illustrates
the cost-optimal SBS deployment for the given backhaul de-
ployment cost, under different caching budget C. The backhaul
deployment cost is considered to increase with SBS density as
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Fig. 8. Cost-effective network deployment. (a) Cache-enabled small cells. (b) Caching station.

well as backhaul capacity: ρs(1 + KBHUζB H
SBH)4. For illustration,

KBH = 0.001 and ζBH = 0.55. When budget of the backhaul
cost is 100 /km2, the network capacity with respect to differ-
ent SBS density is shown as Fig. 8(a). The network capacity
is demonstrated to firstly increase and then decrease with SBS
densities, falling into two regions. On one hand, the capacity of
radio access increases with SBS density. On the other hand, the
backhaul capacity per SBS decreases with SBS density due to
the constrained deployment cost. Accordingly, the performance
of SBS tier is constrained by the radio access resources when the
SBS density is low, and becomes backhaul-constrained when the
SBS density exceeds some threshold. In fact, the optimal SBS
density achieves the best match between radio and backhaul
resource settings.

Fig. 8(b) further demonstrates the cost-optimal deployment
of caching stations, which is a special case when the SBSs have
no backhaul and all content miss users are served by MBSs.
The deployment cost is considered to increase with SBS den-
sity as well as SBS cache size, i.e., ρs(1 + KcCs

ζC )6. KC and
ζC are system parameters, set as KC = 0.1 and ζC = 0.5 for
illustration7. The network capacity with respect to SBS density
is demonstrated in Fig. 8(b). The cost-optimal SBS density re-
flects the tradeoff between radio access capacity and content
hit rate. The capacity for radio access increases with SBS den-
sity, whereas the cache size decreases due to the deployment
budget. With low density, the SBSs are overloaded due to the
constrained radio resources. However, the high-dense SBSs can
only serve few users due to low content hit rate, causing radio
resource underutilized. Thus, the optimal SBS density should
balance the capacity of SBS radio access and content hit rate,
to maximize network capacity. The results of Fig. 8 can provide
insightful design criteria for cost-effective network deployment.

4KBH denotes the ratio of backhaul deployment cost to the SBS equipment
cost, and ζBH reflects how the backhaul deployment cost scales with capacity.

5With this setting, the backhaul deployment cost is comparable to the SBS
equipment cost when backhaul capacity is 1 Gbps.

6Kc denotes the ratio of storage cost to the cost of other modules, and ζC
reflects how storage cost scales with cache size.

7With this setting, the storage cost is comparable to the other modules when
cache size is 100 files, i.e., 10% of all contents

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the cost-effective cache deployment problem
has been investigated for a large-scale two-tier HetNet, aim-
ing at maximizing network capacity while meeting file trans-
mission rate requirements. By conducting stochastic geometry
analysis, the capacity-optimal cache sizes have been derived,
which is threshold-based with respect to cache budget under the
SBS-backhaul-constrained case. The analytical results of cache
budget threshold have been obtained, which characterize the
backhaul deficiency and the cache-backhaul trading relation-
ship. The proposed cache deployment schemes can be applied
to practical network upgrades as well as capacity enhancement.
When the existing networks upgrade with storage units for edge
caching, the optimal cache sizes of different BSs can be directly
determined with the obtained cache budget threshold, based on
system parameters such as base station density, radio resources,
backhaul capacity, and content popularity. When more cache-
enabled MBSs or SBSs are deployed for capacity enhancement,
the proposed method can be applied to determine the optimal
cache sizes and simplify the optimization of other system pa-
rameters. For future work, we will optimize cache deployment
based on cooperative caching scheme, where multiple SBSs can
cooperate to serve users.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

The average transmission rate of MBS radio access is
given by:

E[RMR] = WmE

[
1

1 + NMR

]

E [log2(1 + γm)]

=
Wm

ln 2
E

[
1

1 + NMR

]

E[ln(1 + γm)] (34)

As NMR follows Poisson distribution of mean λMR/ρm ,

E

[
1

1 + NMR

]

=
ρm

λMR

(
1 − e−

λM R
ρ m

)
, (35)
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which can be derived in the same way as (12) by replacing λMBH
by λMR . Furthermore,

E [ln(1 + γm)] =
D2

min

D2
m

ln
(

1 +
PTMD−αm

min

(1 + θm)σ2

)

+
∫ Dm

Dm in

2d

D2
m

ln
(

1 +
PTMd−αm

(1 + θm)σ2

)

dd

≥ D2
min

D2
m

ln
(

PTMD−αm
min

(1 + θm)σ2

)

− 2αm

D2
m

∫ Dm

Dm in

d ln ddd

+
(

1 − D2
min

D2
m

)

ln
(

PTM

(1 + θm)σ2

)

= ln
PTMD−αm

m

(1 + θm)σ2
+

αm

2

(

1 − D2
min

D2
m

)

, (36a)

where θmσ2 = E[Im], and the equality of (36a) holds when
σ 2

PT M
→ 0. Substituting (35) and (36) into (34), Lemma 1 can

be proved.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

The average transmission rate of SBS radio access is given
by:

E [RSR ] =
Wm

ln 2
E

[
1

1 + NSR

]

E [ln(1 + γs)] . (37)

Similar to (15),

E

[
1

1 + NSR

]

=
κρs

λSR

Γ(κ − 1)
Γ(κ)

⎛

⎜
⎝1 − 1

(
1 + λS R

κρs

)κ−1

⎞

⎟
⎠ .

(38)
As SBSs follows PPP of density ρs , the PDF of transmission
distance ds follows

fds (d) =
d

dd

(
1 − e−πρs d

2
)

. (39)

Thus,

E [ln(1 + γs)] =
∫ ∞

0
ln
(

1 +
PTSd−α s

(1 + θs)σ2

)

fds (d)dd

≥ ln
PTS

(1 + θs)σ2
− αs

∫ ∞

0
2πρsde−πρs d

2
ln ddd (40a)

= ln
PTS(πρs)

α s
2

(1 + θs)σ2
− αs

∫ ∞

0
e−x ln xdx

= ln
PTS(πρs)

α s
2

(1 + θs)σ2
+

1
2
αsγ, (40b)

where θsσ
2 = E [Is ], and the equality of (40b) holds when

σ 2

PT S
→ 0. Substituting (38) and (40) into (37), Lemma 2 can

be proved.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF TABLE II

When ϕ increases, the ratio of traffic load steered to MBS
backhaul and radio access both decrease according to (28a) and

(28b), hence increasing μMR and μMBH . On the contrary, μSR
and μSBH both decrease, according to (28c) and (28d).

Suppose the SBS cache size Cs increases to C ′
s = Cs + Δs ,

and the MBS cache size Cm decreases to C ′
m = Cm + Δm ,

where ρsΔs + ρmΔm = 0. As ρs > ρm in practical networks,
Δs + Δm < 0. Denote by ΔP

(m)
Hit and ΔP

(s)
Hit the corresponding

variations of MBS-tier and SBS-tier content hit rates, respec-
tively. Apparently, ΔP

(m)
Hit < 0 and ΔP

(s)
Hit > 0, and ΔP

(m)
Hit +

ΔP
(s)
Hit < 0 since Δs + Δm < 0. Thus, the total content hit rate

decreases. Therefore, μMBH and μSBH both decrease, accord-
ing to (28b) and (28d). In addition, μSR also decreases as P

(s)
Hit

increases, according to (28c). For μMR ,

ΔP
(m)
Hit − (ΔP

(m)
Hit + ΔP

(s)
Hit)(1 − ϕ)

= −ΔP
(s)
Hit + (ΔP

(m)
Hit + ΔP

(s)
Hit)ϕ < 0

(41)

and thus μMR increases with Cs , according to (28a).

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Set Cs = C/ρs , Cm = 0, ϕ = λ̂S B H

λ̂M R + λ̂S B H
. Accordingly, P

(s)
Hit

=
∑C/ρs

f =1 qf , P
(m)
Hit = 0, and PHit =

∑C/ρs
f =1 qf . Substituting

P
(m)
Hit and ϕ into (28a) and (28d), we have μMR = μSBH =

λ̂M R + λ̂S B H
1−PH it

, and μSR = λ̂S R

1− λ̂M R
λ̂M R + λ̂S B H

(1−PH it )
. As C < Cmin ,

PHit =
C/ρs∑

f =1

qf <
λ̂SR − λ̂SBH

λ̂MR + λ̂SR

⇐⇒ PHit(λ̂MR + λ̂SR) < λ̂SR − λ̂SBH

⇐⇒ PHit λ̂MR + λ̂SBH < (1 − PHit)λ̂SR

(42)

Notice that

λ̂SR

1 − λ̂M R

λ̂M R + λ̂S B H
(1 − PHit)

− λ̂MR + λ̂SBH

1 − PHit

=
λ̂MR + λ̂SBH

1 − PHit

[
λ̂SR(1 − PHit)

λ̂SBH + PHit λ̂MR
− 1

]

> 0. (43)

Thus, μSR > μMR = μSBH . According to Table II, μMR and
μSBH cannot be simultaneously improved. Therefore, C∗

s =
C/ρs , ϕ

∗ = λ̂S B H

λ̂M R + λ̂S B H
is the optimal solution to problem (P2).

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

Firstly, we prove that [C∗
s , ϕ

∗] satisfying (31) is feasible to
constraint (27f) in problem (P2). As C ≥ Cmin , C∗

s = Cmin/ρs
is feasible to (27f). When C∗

s = Cmin/ρs , the SBS-tier content

hit rate is P
(s)
Hit

∗
= λ̂S R −λ̂S B H

λ̂M R + λ̂S R
, according to the definition of

Cmin in (30). As C < Cmax/ρs , P
(m)
Hit

∗
< λ̂M R

λ̂M R + λ̂S R
. Thus,

1 − PHit
∗ > λ̂S B H

λ̂M R + λ̂S R
, and ϕ ∈ (0, 1) is feasible to (27f)

in (P2).
Then, we prove that the network capacity achieves the max-

imum under [C∗
s , ϕ

∗]. Substituting (31) into (28), we have
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μ∗
MR = μ∗

SR = μ∗
SBH = λ̂MR + λ̂SR . Thus, the network ca-

pacity is λ̂MR + λ̂SR . Adding constraints (27b) and (27d),
we can prove that the maximal network capacity cannot ex-
ceed λ̂MR + λ̂SR . Therefore, (31) guarantees the optimality of
capacity.

In addition, we prove that the network capacity is smaller than
λ̂MR + λ̂SR if Cs ≤ C∗

s , by contradiction. Assume there exist a
solution [C ′

s , ϕ
′] with network capacity of λ̂MR + λ̂SR , where

C ′
s ≤ Cmin/ρs . According to (31a) and (31d), we have

P
(M)
Hit

′
+ (1 − P ′

Hit)(1 − ϕ′) ≤ λ̂MR

λ̂MR + λ̂SR
, (44a)

(1 − P ′
Hit)ϕ

′ ≤ λ̂SBH

λ̂MR + λ̂SR
. (44b)

In addition

P
(M)
Hit

′
+ (1 − P ′

Hit)(1 − ϕ′)

≥ 1 − P
(s)
Hit

′ − λ̂SBH

λ̂MR + λ̂SR
(45a)

> 1 − P
(s)
Hit

∗ − (1 − P ∗
Hit)ϕ

∗ (45b)

=
λ̂MR

λ̂MR + λ̂SR
, (45c)

where (45a) is based on (44b), (45b) is due to condition (31b),
(45c) holds as P

(s)
Hit increases with Cs , and (45d) comes from

(31). As (45) is contradictory with (44a), there exists no C ′
s ≤

Cmin/ρs to achieve the maximal network capacity. As content
hit rate decreases with SBS cache size, [C∗

s , ϕ
∗] achieves the

maximal content hit rate among the capacity-optimal solutions.
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